Deft Amsterdam, The Netherlands  Deft-AM

Address
Deft c/o Equinix
Luttenbergweg
1101 EC Amsterdam
Netherlands

Airports
- Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS) – 13 miles

Parking
- Secure, free parking adjacent to building

Building
- Building Structure: 1 Story / 2 Story
- Total Building Size: 115,712 ft²
- Utility Power Capacity: 3.0-22 kVA / cab
- UPS Power Capacity: 6 x 2,100 kVA and 2 x 2,452 kVA diesel generators
- UPS Redundancy: 2x N+1
- Cooling Plant Redundancy: N+1

Building Certifications
- ISO 27001, ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, PCI DSS, SOC 1 Type II, SOC 2 Type II

Sustainability
- ISO 14001, ISO 50001, Renewable energy - 100% bundled GoOs hydro

SLA’s
- 100% uptime SLA on power
- 100% uptime SLA on IP service
- Competitive SLAs environments

Deft Compliance Certifications
- Type II AT-101 SOC 2

Security
- Perimeter fence and gate
- 24/7 Onsite Security Staff Visitor and Equipment screening
- CCTV with 30-day backup
- Dual-factor authentication via biometric and proximity sensors

Amenities
- Wi-Fi available throughout the facility
- Crash carts and workspaces inside computer rooms
- On-site spare parts
- Work kiosks
- Break and conference rooms
- Readily available power tools, ladders, blanking panels, cage screws, nuts

Connectivity
- IPv4/IPv6 native and 100-GbE private global IP network
- Low-latency peering with top domestic and international traffic destinations
- Deft’s Amsterdam data center offers connectivity to all Tier-1 and Tier-2 Transit, Cloud Services, and Fiber providers.

Onsite Carriers
- For a comprehensive list of carriers, please contact us at sales@deft.com

Support
- Deft Service Desk staffed 24/7
- Deft Remote Hands Service available 24/7